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Deltic is a prominent manufacturer of E-rickshaw and its other standard accessories. Deltic is built on the 
strong foundation of BMA Group; a group that has pioneered since 1920’s and now has a turnover of more 
than 300 million dollars. BMA is a successful example of how traditional experience seamlessly works with 
the constantly evolving generation. BMA has successfully triumphed many heights by venturing into: 

 

1. Steel- BMA Stainless Ltd. 
2. Ferro Alloys- Maithan Alloys Ltd.
3. Cement- Purvanchal Cement Ltd.
4. Refractories- National Refractories Pvt. Ltd.
5. Stock broking & Financial advisory- BMA Wealth Creators.

Delta Autocorp LLP (Deltic) is a leading manufacturer of alternative fuel vehicles specializing in electric 
vehicles. We at Deltic are front runner in E-Mobility and crossing benchmarks in technology and design to 
build connectivity that is more than futuristic sustainable and affordable. We at Deltic are playing a vital role 
in spearheading technology in the transportation sector by developing state of art E-Scooters, E-Rickshaws 
and E- Loaders.

1) Deltic The Rising STAR

 STAR E-Rickshaw is miles ahead in the race with a 25% higher mileage than any other E-Rickshaw in the 
country. The cutting edge technology used, packs power in our E-Rickshaw to cover 125 kms in a single 
charge.

 

http://www.bmaind.com
http://www.bmaind.com


2) Deltic VISTA

Deltic has used cutting edge robotic technology to develop Vista. This e-rickshaw has an easy to operate 
steering function and top of the line technology to make it low on maintenance and high on efficiency.

 

3) Deltic – DASH – Just Ride it Effortlessly

 DASH E-Scooter have been designed to make ride easy and comfortable in the traffic and the end product 
crosses all expectations and benchmarks when it comes to comfort, design and cost (Rs 0.20 per Km) with 
a mileage of 70 Kms in a single charge.

 

4) Deltic EZ – Life is EZ

EZ is carefully designed and developed to provide an easy ride experience to its customers. A dedicated 
team of highly skilled individuals have made these vehicles with advanced technology and they come to 
garage with low maintenance, zero emission and infinite savings as running cost is as low as (Rs 0.16 per 
Km).

 

5) Deltic VAYU

Deltic E-Loader has an easy to operate steering function and top of the line technology to make it low on 
maintenance and high on efficiency. Mileage of more than 100 Kms in single charge, heavy duty chassis 
coupled with hydraulic shock absorbers makes it best in class in E-Loader segment.

 

 

For more details, please visit https://www.eqlic.com/detail/delta-autocorp-llp-delhi-353838


